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Hi Stephanie,
Is there a skill you’ve been meaning to work on, but you’ve put it off for whatever reason?
For me, it’s public speaking. I'm aware it's an area of my growth that needs improvement, but I’ve
always imagined it being so scary to speak in front of a large crowd, even virtually. This week I
conquered that fear! (For now, that is.)
I prepared slides to present virtually to my team. I practiced about aloud a few times in front of
one person I trust, and when it was time for the big meeting, I wasn’t nearly as nervous as I
imagined.
While we tend to back away from skills we fear developing or ones that seem way too difficult or
time-consuming, there comes a time where we know when we’re ready to take that deep dive.
Think about the skills you want to develop and go for it, even if you’re a little afraid. You’ve got
this.

✨

A best practice for success? Learning from those who’ve already succeeded! Register for our
Aspire Mentorship Program by May 28th here.
Check out our latest round of mascot sketches for the

🐲 and 🥔 here. Spoiler alert: As cute
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as the dragon is, we’re developing the potato concept further since we see more potential with
the potato, our community, and #x-food.

⏯️Listen to this Origin Stories podcast episode featuring Chanita Simms, the founder of
Melanin.Tech, a platform to unite, inform, and encourage Black people in the tech
industry.

⏯️A fan of origin stories? This week, Lilly Armelin shares how the skills she learned working in
public housing administration translated to the support world. Listen here.

In case you missed it, here’s our Zendesk Highlights about help center article visibility, spam
emails, and the best time to hire an ops manager.
Can’t get enough of Zendesk Highlights? Read about: Zendesk’s certification exam,
automations and required fields, submitting requests, and restoring Zendesk Guide/KB
here.
Which do you prefer:
“Let us know if you need anything else,”
“Let me know if you need anything else.”

1️⃣
2️⃣

Check out our community members’ responses here.
We’re sticking with Community Guide vs. Community Manager, since it better sets
expectations around what guides do.
We’re also establishing a naming convention for Community Guides to make them easier, and
disclosing relationships with a partner company if applicable ➡️
Name - Community Guide,
Organization.

⏯️Tune in to find out more about the future of Support Driven conferences with Alexandria
Shrader. Also, we’d love your thoughts on in-person conferences vs. virtual conferences
here.
Let’s chat again next week, friends.
Take care,
Stephanie

Featured Community Member
Justin is a Senior Director of Client Service at Articulate, and has
been a member of the community for almost 6 years!
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“(Support Driven) It’s my secret sauce, and the way I learn about
trends and new developments in the support industry.”
To help the community connect on LinkedIn, we're featuring a
community member's experience with Support Driven. If you'd like
to be featured in future newsletters, add Support Driven to your
LinkedIn Profile.

#CutTheWait Playbook
Freshworks analyzed 107 million support
interactions and it emerged that speed is the
most important factor to improve customer
satisfaction.

Download here the #CutTheWait Playbook

➡️

to get a better understanding of:

Why customer service should be a
focal point in your growth strategy
Why the speed of service is a key
factor in ensuring customer satisfaction
How you can improve customer service
speed in five simple steps

Community Conversations

@Stephanie Faile Lundberg in #chit-chat:
"Okay, real talk for this Wednesday morning: those electric coffee / tea
mugs. Worth it? How well do they work? Is there a best one? Asking for a
me, who loves hot coffee but constantly forgets about her cup until it’s
cold. ”

😩

@Lluis M. Ventura in #chit-chat:
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"Hi! Does any of you have or is working on any kind of customer
support/success playbook? One that provides guiding about the tone,
messaging, etc.... that's super typical in sales, but wondering if people
also do it for support. What does include? Any template out there?
THKS!"
@Natasha Puckett in #leadership:
"Hi! I've been working on my roadmap and hiring needs. Is there a
specific math formula or practice anyone uses to calculate how many
people to hire in the upcoming year? Thanks in advance for anyone that
could help. we're a subscription based business (so we have current
customers to take care of, but also lots of new customers that require
more support)."
@tones in #knowledge-management:
"Super curious here - at what point did your orgs recognize it was time to
hire a dedicate person for knowledge management?"
@ColeenBachi in #ledership:
“Hey all - how do you manage legal questions you receive from
customers in your support channels? Do you escalate them elsewhere?
Do you answer them yourselves? How do keep them from taking up too
much of your teams' time?"
@joncoon in #leadership:
"I’m interested in doing a course / workshop with my team on project
management / cross-functional stakeholder communication.
Focus is on building a new skillset with folks who are more comfortable /
used to being given guidance and executing at the operational level vs a
more strategic level.
Any suggestions?"
@jakebartlett in #customer-success:
"Hey folks - does anyone have good resources or data related to
customer success compensation models?
Our team is growing, and we're hiring a senior CSM role. We currently
have a base salary only, no on target earnings or bonuses. We're very
early stage and still learning about what it takes to get a customer from
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one success milestone to another.
The recruiter we're working with seems to be talking to a lot of candidates
who expect OTE or some form of bonus. I'm looking for information on
salary benchmarks + whether or not we're thinking about our comp model
the right way. Any help is appreciated!"
@Valeria Shebeko in #operations:
"Hi everyone! I would appreciate it if you could share some basics about
how you gather feature requests. What tools and approach do you use?
Any suggestions maybe? Thank you!"
What We're Reading
Why Bad CEOs Fear Remote Work by Scott Berkun

Bulletin Board
@Abe Griffiths
”Interested in AI for CX but don't know where to start? Our team put together an ebook as
a Primer for AI!” Check it out here
@sarahbetts
”If you’ve worked in these here interwebs for any length of time, you know much of it is
really not very accessible. May 20 is Global Accessibility Awareness Day, and I’ve signed
the pledge to be more mindful, aware, and vocal about what changes can help. Olark is
sponsoring this pledge. Join me!"

Job Opportunities

Feel free to DM the members who posted about these jobs on Slack.
HiMama, Customer Success (Support and Onboarding) , Toronto,
Canada (@Bruna)
Livestorm, Customer Care Expert, APAC region (@Elif Koral)
ReCharge, Support Engineer, Remote
Masabi, Technical Support Engineer, Remote (London) (@katiet)
Place Technology, Onboarding Specialist / Salesforce
Administrator, Austin, Texas (@Neal Cook)
OpenCare, Customer Success Manager, Remote, Canada (@Larry
Barker)
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YNAB, Part-Time Support Specialist, Remote (@Emma Rolls)
Veho, Senior Manager, Support Operations, Remote (@tones)
See more listings in the #job-board Support Driven Slack channel.

Pic of the week

#silly
"Yeah sure, be creative! Just tone it
down a little bit next time ok?
Forgive us Gordon Ramsay!

🍳😤

Do you think this newsletter could be helpful to a friend or co-worker?
Forward it via email to them and share a one liner on why you think it could be helpful to
them.

13727 SW 152nd St PMB 24001
Miami
FL
33177
United States of America
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